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OPEN CALLS

TILL SAT02DEC 
#HASHTAG LIGHTIE @ ARCOLA THEATRE 
20:00 (£17/£12)

Returning after a sell out run, #Hashtag Lightie is back!

Ella is mixed race, addicted to social media and Queen of the Selfie! Her thriving YouTube channel has make up tips, opinions, 
and videos of her boisterous family. But after one of her videos goes viral, Ella finds herself in the centre of a social media 
storm that leads to a family meltdown. With her identity and perception of beauty challenged, can Ella promote self-love 
without fueling hate?

TILL SUN03DEC 
THE WARD @ FITZROVIA CHAPEL

Gideon Mendel spent a number of weeks photographing the Broderip and Charles Bell wards in London’s Middlesex Hospital 
as part of the ‘Positive Lives’ project. The Broderip was the first AIDS ward in London and was opened by Diana, Princess of 
Wales in 1987, this year marking the 30th anniversary of its opening. This was the era before antiretroviral medications had 
become available, a very distinct and tragic time. All of the patients on the wards, many of whom were young, gay men, were 
having to face the terrifying prospect of an early and painful death.

TILL SAT09DEC 
LOUISA FAIRCLOUGH: A SONG CYCLE FOR THE RUINS OF A PSYCHIATRIC UNIT @ DANIELLE ARNAUD GALLERY

A Song Cycle for the Ruins of a Psychiatric Unit is Louisa Fairclough’s third exhibition at Danielle Arnaud Gallery. It takes the 
remains of a psychiatric hospital on the edge of a city as a simulacrum for psychic ruin, and features a new installation and 
short film created from audio and footage recorded at the former hospital.

TILL SUN10DEC 
3-PHASE: GROUP SHOW @ JERWOOD SPACE

The selected artists, each at pivotal moments in their career, have demonstrated a commitment to challenging and pushing 
the boundaries of traditional modes of exhibition making. Inherent to their respective proposals is a strong research-base and 
pertinent social narratives, which surface through sculpture, performance and technology.

TILL WED13DEC 
JUERGEN TELLER: GO-SEES, BUBENREUTH KIDS AND A FAIRYTALE ABOUT A KING... @ ALISON JACQUES GALLERY

Solo show of Juergen Teller at Alison Jacques.

TILL WED13DEC 
CONCEIVING HISTORIES @ PELTZ GALLERY, BIRKBECK

This exhibition explores this paradox, finding and considering a material history of pregnancy feigned, imagined, hidden 
and difficult to diagnose. Reimagining, through structure and shape, the look of things that have been left to us in text, the 
Conceiving Histories exhibition re-materialises with photography, sculpture and drawing the past of un-pregnancy.

TILL FRI15DEC 
MARY RAMSDEN: COUPLES THERAPY @ PILAR CORRIAS

TILL SAT16DEC 
OLGA MIKH FEDOROVA @ ANNKA KULTYS GALLERY

 “I asked my Facebook friends to send me art images which were banned in social media. I created an environment to give a 
second life to these images. No selection was made.  All images were accepted” said curator Olga Mikh Fedorova who put the 
project together.

TILL SAT16DEC 
WILD BORE @ SOHO THEATRE 
20:00 (From £10)

In the most talked about show of the Edinburgh Fringe, three masters of smart, spiky, political performance delve into the 
torrent of critical fury that has been aimed at baffling, misunderstood and downright awful works of art (including their own).

TILL SUN17DEC 
BETH KETTEL @ ZABLUDOWICZ COLLECTION

Working with text, video, costume, sound and sculpture Beth Kettel produces performances and installations that prod and 
stretch at language, meaning and feeling. Recent projects have taken inspiration from music video dance routines and gunge-
heavy 1990s children’s game shows. Often taking a lead as a performer on stage or on screen, Kettel tests possible structures 
of presentation, inviting audiences into a production space full of slippage and chance occurrence.

TILL SAT02DEC  
SEX WORKER’S OPERA @ OVAL HOUSE 
19:30 (£15/10)

What do you think of when you hear the words ‘Stripper’, ‘Escort’, ‘Pornstar’? A street worker giving marital advice... A webcam 
model and her ventriloquist dummy… A daughter making career choices in a male-dominated world…  Whether you want to 
save us, judge us, lust for us or empathise, come down for a night of opera to hip-hopera, contemporary dance to pole dance, 
where Sex Workers take back the stage to tell our own stories in our own words.

TILL THU21DEC 
YOSHINORI NIWA: THAT LANGUAGE SOUNDS LIKE A LANGUAGE @ EDEL ASSANTI

Yoshinori Niwa’s second solo exhibition at Edel Assanti converges four of Niwa’s recent performance / film works in an 
examination of the boundaries of “publicness”, nationhood and the mechanisms of group identity. That Language Sounds 
Like a Language focuses on the question of how we define our collective identity: is it by shared political views, or mutual 
identification with a nation? Is it the language we speak, or a shared understanding of historical events?

TILL FRI22DEC 
ANDRZEJ JACKOWSKI: NEW PAINTINGS @ PURDY HICKS

Using powerful, insistent images from his past he explores ideas of human memory and psyche, both on a personal and more 
collective level. His work often carries themes of dispossession and melancholy drawn from a childhood spent in a refugee 
camp. 

TILL SUN24DEC 
INSIDE PUSSY RIOT @ SAATCHI GALLERY 
FROM 10:30 (FROM £21.50)

Here’s the story of a group of modern day, post-punk feminist art collective and Nadya Tolokonnikova’s tribulations as the 
founder of Pussy Riot, who stuck two fingers up at the Russian system and suffered the consequences. 

TILL SUN31DEC 
ART RIOT: POST-SOVIET ACTIONISM @ SAATCHI GALLERY

Art Riot: Post-Soviet Actionism is dedicated to Russian protest art over the past 25 years. It will take place in the year of the 
100th anniversary of Russia’s October Revolution and although the exhibition will not have any direct links to this historical 
event, many of the issues that artists face in post-communist Russia are comparable to those in 1917. 

STILL SAT06JAN  
BEATRIZ OLABARRIETA: THE ONLY WAY OUT IS IN @ THE SUNDAY PAINTER

The Sunday Painter is pleased to present ‘The only way out is in’, a solo exhibition of new works by Beatriz Olabarrieta. 
Working across sculpture, drawing, sound and video Olabarrieta’s practice draws upon non-linear narratives to explore 
notions of memory, language, and portraiture.

TILL SUN28JAN 
GILBERT & GEORGE: THE BEARD PICTURES AND THEIR FUCKOSOPHY @ WHITE CUBE BERMONDSEY

White Cube celebrates 50 years of the art of Gilbert & George with a new exhibition across all four galleries at Bermondsey. 
THE BEARD PICTURES go on show alongside THE FUCKOSOPHY, a collection of nearly 4000 pronouncements and mottoes 
created by the artists.

TILL TUE30JAN 
FAILURE IN CHROME – LIVE STREAM PERFORMANCES @ DIGITAL ARTIST RESIDENCY  
20:00

Failure in Chrome showcases the talent from around the world working with digital performativity. Artists’ work deals with 
research interactions between digital, online spaces and/or their physical materiality within performance, with an approach 
which creates discourse around error or failure within these manifestations. Each artist will exhibit for one week on DAR’s 
online residency space with a live-stream performance at the end of each week by the resident artist.

TILL SAT04FEB 
NORTH: FASHIONING IDENTITIES @ SOMERSET HOUSE

An exhibition featuring contemporary photography, fashion and multimedia work, sitting alongside social documentary film 
and photography, highlighting how the realities of life in the north of England captured in the mid-20th century continue to 
influence new generations of photographers, artists and designers.

STILL SUN04FEB 
ROSE WYLIE @ SERPENTINE SACKLER GALLERY

Her images are often painted through the filter of her memory, using text to anchor recollections and facts and editing 
slippages in the compositions by overlaying new pieces of canvas, like a collage. Imbued with wit and economy of line Wylie’s 
canvases are confident and energetic, proposing new perspectives on the world and the plethora of images in our cultural 
memory. This will be Wylie’s first institutional solo exhibition in London.

STILL SUN11FEB 
CHARLES JEFFREY: THE COME UP @ NOW GALLERY

Charles Jeffrey, the Glaswegian designer, illustrator and creative, is NOW Gallery’s third fashion commission. Charles’ first solo 
exhibition, THE COME UP will be an interactive and three-dimensional representation of the Charles Jeffrey LOVERBOY brand 
and cult club night.

DEADLINE FRI08DEC 
CALL FOR LONDON BASED ARTISTS – AER 2018 RESIDENCY AT THE RAW LAB, BOW ARTS  

Founded by Professor Lucy Orta UAL Chair of Art for the Environment - Centre for Sustainable Fashion, the Art for the 
Environment Residency Programme (AER), in partnership with residency programmes across Europe, North America, and 
India invites artists and designers to explore concerns that define the twenty-first century – biodiversity, environmental 
sustainability, social economy, human rights – and through their artistic practice, envision a world of tomorrow. 

DEADLINE FRI22DEC 
CALL FOR PAPERS – THE ROLE OF AFFECT IN SOCIAL MOVEMENTS AND ORGANIZING: A ONE-DAY 
INTERDISCIPLINARY CONFERENCE

This one-day interdisciplinary conference will bring together academic researchers, activists, policy-makers and practitioners 
to exchange and discuss current concerns and developments in the research and practice surrounding emotion, organizing 
and social movements.

DEADLINE MON01JAN 
CALL FOR PAPERS – CONTESTING WHITENESS AT ITS INTERSECTIONS: EUROPEAN RACIAL FORMATIONS

In this special issue of the Dutch Journal for Gender Studies, we want to bring together contributions that reflect on the 
conflation of Whiteness with Europeanness in various societal settings, and do so with an intersectional approach. 

DEADLINE MON15JAN 
CALL FOR PROPOSALS – NYU EDUCATIONAL THEATRE FORUM 2018: PERFORMANCE AS ACTIVISM

Join us in an exploration of the concepts of Performance and Activism, investigating how these notions intersect, inform, and 
collide. Theatre and performance artists, scholars, and teachers are invited to come together to share ideas, vocabularies, 
strategies, and techniques, centering on the varying definitions and practices of performance as activism.

DEADLINE WED31JAN 
CALL FOR ENTRIES – LONDON PORN FILM FESTIVAL 2018

We’re looking for short films of no more than 30 minutes in length. We screen queer, feminist and experimental porn, as well 
as films that use porn or the depiction of sexuality to tell unheard stories of queer lives, to challenge artistic conventions and 
boundaries, or to embody politics. The range of possibilities is huge, so if you feel uncertain about whether they fit, send in 
your films anyway! 

DEADLINE THU31MAY 
CALL FOR PAPERS – PARALLAX SPECIAL ISSUE: CORPS 

in 1982 in ‘Voice II...’ Jacques Derrida wrote: ‘Today, one often says “body” with the same degree of credulousness or 
dogmatism, at best with the same faith as, previously, one used to speak of “soul”’. Against such credulousness and 
dogmatism, this issue of parallax invites papers exploring how contemporary critical theory can challenge preconceptions on 
the body and interrogate its limits particularly in relation to intertwined foldings of desire, gender, race and sexuality.

For more information: 

CALL FOR PROPOSALS – FUMOGENI OPEN CALL #1 ELIZABETH POVINELLI

FUMOGENI is structured as an autonomous research group. Participants will be contacted prior to the event to analyze texts 
and topics related to the lecture. We will, therefore, wish to find an active group of people, ready to submit questions and 
discuss ideas.

TILL FRI15DEC 
FIRST DRAFTS @ THE YARD  
(£5)

First Drafts returns with a fortnight of big, bold, untested ideas that are so new 
that we don’t even know what they are yet. In December, we welcome 18 artists to 
The Yard stage to share a brand new idea in front of an audience for the first time.

Work that begins at First Drafts will shape The Yard’s future programme. Ideas 
from Jerwood First Drafts in 2015 included Made Visible by Deborah Pearson and 
Removal Men by M.J. Harding; two shows that we went on to produce as four-
week runs.

 
FRI01DEC 
CAMERAWOMAN: A SELECTION OF SHORTS BY FEMALE 
CINEMATOGRAPHERS + Q&A @BFI 
18:10

illuminatrix is a collective of professional women cinematographers based in 
the UK. Founded in 2016, the group acts as a promotional platform, a network 
of support and inspiration for its members. Since less than seven percent of UK 
feature films have been shot by women, illuminatrix is pushing for gender equality 
in the field of cinematography. For this event, illuminatrix presents a selection of 
short films shot by its members, showcasing the incredible and diverse female 
talent behind the camera.

FRI01DEC 
SEMINAR: QUEER KOREAN TRANS & DISAPORA DISSIDENT IDENTITY @ 
SOAS 
17:00 - 19:00

How do bodies, borders, queer, and Korean identity intersect? What is the state of 
Korean studies for queer diaspora, trans, and dissident identities? 

FRI01DEC 
RON VAWTER’S ROY COHN/JACK SMITH – A SCREENING AND 
CONVERSATION @ THE GARRETT CENTRE 
19:00

To mark World AIDS Day and the 25th anniversary of Ron Vawter’s extraordinary 
solo show Roy Cohn/Jack Smith, LADA is delighted to screen the documentation of 
Vawter’s performance at the ICA in 1993 as part of LIFT.

The screening will be followed by a conversation between the writer, performer, 
director, and new LADA Patron Neil Bartlett, and the writer, former Wooster 
Group performer and close friend of Vawter, Nancy Reilly.

FRI01DEC 
FRIDAY LATE SPECTACULAR: YOUR REALITY IS BROKEN @ WELLCOME 
COLLECTION 
19:00 - 23:00

Perception underpins our sense of reality. It is fundamental to who we are 
and how we experience life. But how much can we actually trust our senses? A 
scientific, philosophical and creative approach to this question will invite you on a 
journey into your inner and outer experiences of the world. 

MAS Productions present a night of happenings, talks, public experiments, 
performances, live music and films, which will explore altered states, visual 
illusions, hallucinations, dogmatic thinking and how these are linked to the 
creative act.

SAT02DEC 
WONDERBOX’S FIRST BIRTHDAY @ HACKNEY ATTIC 
19:30 (£10)

Emerging theatre company, Wonderbox is celebrating its first birthday with a 
Birthday Party extravaganza, and you’re all invited! Join them for performances 
from local artists who will be sharing a variety of poetry, comedy and music. 

Grab a zine from these young female theatre makers and a raffle ticket for your 
chance to get your hands on some great prizes. Bring your friends, dress to 
impress and come and network with some of London’s up-and-coming artists and 
creatives. 

SAT02DEC 
PALIMPSEST SYMPOSIUM: A CELEBRATION OF BLACK WOMEN IN THEATRE 
@ NATIONAL THEATRE, CLORE LEARNING CENTRE 
13:30 - 16:00 (£10/£7.50)

A symposium which explores the history of black women in theatre and 
performance in the UK. Facilitated by Martina Laird and Natasha Bonnelame this 
event will invite contributions from and celebrate the many generations of black 
actresses and their experiences within British Theatre.

This event will explore the history and people, with a focus on black women 
working within or alongside the theatre industry, the bringing together of all 
generations, from the most seasoned professionals, to students and emerging 
creatives.

SAT02DEC 
I AM THE DAUGHTER OF DEAD-FATHERS @ NO-W-HERE 
18:30 (£3)

Kanadian / Portuguese inter-disciplinary artist Miriam Sampaio has been in 
residence at no.w.here from May 2017. She has been working on ‘I am the 
Daughter of Dead-fathers’ a 16mm film which explores the affective space, 
sensations and memories of trauma within the PIDE headquarters (the 
Portuguese SS interrogation and torture centre of the Salazar fascist dictatorship 
in Portugal from 1926-1974). 

Miriam has used the photochemical and opto-mechanical resources at no.w.here 
to explore different material temporalities embedded in the film emulsion, 
revealing invisible emotional and psychic landscapes of family memory, political 
oppression, and the uncanny. 

SAT02DEC 
GAZE @ 25YRS – IRISH LGBT SHORTS @ REGENTS CINEMA 
15:00

GAZE International LGBT Film Festival Dublin celebrated its 25-year legacy of LGBT 
inclusivity, visibility, celebration, activism and progress this year. Here we join 
them in marking this Silver Anniversary!

This collection of Irish shorts includes 3 Friends, based on a Colm Tóibín short 
story, which follows Fergus, a pensive, young man, who is propelled on a powerful 
journey that begins at his mother’s funeral. He grief becomes a catalyst to reflect 
upon his life and relationships. Ultimately it is through death, joy, and sex that 
Fergus looks inside to define himself.

SAT02DEC 
PUBLIC TALK ON EXHIBITING SEX & LAUNCH OF THE HIRSCHFELD 
ARCHIVES @ BIRKBECK SCHOOL OF ARTS 
16:30 - 19:00

How do racism and gender violence shape modern queer history?

Join us for a public talk by Ashkan Sepahvand, curator of Odarodle - An imaginary 
their_story of naturepeoples, 1535-2017 at the Schwules Museum* Berlin. The 
Schwules Museum* is famous for its commitment to enable LGBTIQ visibility. 
In his talk, Sepahvand explores how the desire to show the manners and mores 
of a kind of “people” and their “nature” confronts the postcolonial challenges 
of the ethnographic museum as a site for “Othering”. Rather than taking a 
didactic approach to narrating cultural histories, Odarodle embraces creative 
engagements with the past and considers the possibilities of a future “queer 
museum”.

SAT02DEC 
SYMPOSIUM: AESTHETICS, POETICS AND FICTION AS TOOLS FOR CHANGE 
@ SPACE  
11:00 - 15:00 (£8/£6) 

A symposium chaired by Ben Cranfield expanding on the current exhibition, 
BearMotherHouse, by the artist-duo, Fourthland. Exploring object-making, 
aesthetics, fiction and the poetic in art as tools for community formation and 
social change.

SAT02DEC – SAT09DEC 
TRINH T. MINH-HA RETROSPECTIVE @ INTITUTE OF CONTEMPORARY ARTS  
(TICKETS FOR 2-3 SCREENINGS £7, TICKETS FOR 4-8 SCREENINGS £6)

Hugely influential in the fields of feminism and postcolonial studies through her 
writing and moving image work, Vietnamese-born writer, theorist, composer and 
filmmaker Trinh T Minh-ha visits the ICA to speak about her work on the occasion 
of this full retrospective of her films. 

Throughout her oeuvre, Trinh has developed innovative and experimental 
approaches to presenting images and telling stories. Dedicated to questioning 
totalising systems of knowledge, representations and categories of identity, 
her work is characterised by interdisciplinarity, reflexivity and the inclusion of 
a multiplicity of voices. She considers each work to exist as a ‘boundary event’, 
eluding labels such as documentary, fiction and experimental film, instead 
inhabiting spaces in between these designations.

THU03DEC 
RECOVERY TIME? PERFORMANCE BY BETHLEM GALLERY ARTISTS @ TATE 
MODERN 
14:00 - 18:00

How do our understandings of time relate to our mental health? How do notions 
of recovery connect to ideas of productivity? How is our mental health supported 
within the workplace? Organised in collaboration with Bethlem Gallery, this event 
features performances, interventions and conversations exploring resilience, 
care and survival in relation to mental health, questioning our conceptions of 
‘recovery’.

Contributors include the artists Sarah Carpenter and the vacuum cleaner, 
alongside Bethlem Gallery Director Beth Elliot and co-curator Sam Curtis.

THU03DEC – SUN10DEC 
LONDON CONTEMPORARY MUSIC FESTIVAL @ AMBIKA P3 
FESTIVAL PASS (£49)

‘The capital’s most adventurous and ambitious festival of new music’ (The 
Guardian) is back for its sixth edition. Returning to the epic, subterranean 
surroundings of Ambika P3, LCMF 2017 offers a week of multi-disciplinary events 
and new commissions. Expect experimental music, erotic films, afrofuturism, 
punk, noise, Fluxus, wild pop, AI battles, live electronic sets and a seven-hour song 
sculpture.

MON04DEC 
ROBIN JAMES, ‘PHILOSOPHIES OR PHONOGRAPIES?: ON THE POLITICAL 
STAKES OF THEORIZING WITH AND THROUGH MUSIC’ @ GOLDSMITH’S 
18:00 - 19:30

This talk identifies two contrasting methods for theorizing with and through 
sound in contemporary scholarship. The first, philosophical approach updates the 
traditional “audiovisual litany”, treating sound as overcoming the limitations of 
European post/modernity. This approach is found in neoliberal theories of society, 
and in feminist new materialism. The second, phonographic approach, begins 
from the study of sonic practices in Afrodiasporic cultures. It doesn’t posit an 
audiovisual litany, and instead aims to incorporate awareness of ongoing systemic 
domination into its analysis.

MON04DEC 
DEFRAG: THE FEMINIST INTERNET DIGITAL CLINIC @ SOMERSET HOUSE 
18:45 - 20:30

Defrag explores confusion, control, creativity, appropriation and resilience, delving 
into the practice of artists, designers and thinkers utilising and critiquing the latest 
tools and questioning the realities of our newly augmented human experience. 
Featuring the work and practices of Somerset House Studios residents and 
invited guests, the night is structured as a live navigation through artists’ digital 
footprints, alongside some collective internet browsing.

In the second event, the Feminist Internet collective will present The Feminist 
Internet Digital Clinic. Online abuse and harassment is a virus infecting the 
internet. The Feminist Internet Digital Clinic is here to help fight back and initiate 
a healing process. Visitors will be transformed into antibodies, and empowered to 
take actions that can neutralise the infection of online harassment.

MON04DEC 
LONDON CONTEMPORARY MUSIC FESTIVAL: ASHLEY/HUXTABLE @ AMBIKA 
P3 
19:30 (£14)

To end the night, we present a new commission from one of the most exciting 
young artists of her generation, Juliana Huxtable. Like Ashley, Huxtable is a 
versifier and complicator of the everyday. Dissolving our constructed realities and 
identities, Huxtable’s performances create a soup of signification, destabilising 
and collapsing our discrete worlds into a hypnotic collage of word and sound.

MON04DEC 
FAT PEDAGOGIES IN PRACTICE WORKSHOP @ UNIVERSITY OF 
WESTMINSTER 
15:00 - 17:00 

In every classroom, norms and attitudes about bodies are (re)produced through 
both classroom dynamics (educator-student, student-student, student-educator) 
and the treatment of bodies within the subject material. Our bodies, and our 
students’ bodies play important roles in teaching and learning. Educators 
interested in issues of social justice must allow body size to have a place beside 
the commitment to issues of gender, race, ability, sexual orientation etc. In this 
seminar Dr Pausé explores ways that educators may include consideration of 
fat politics into the classroom. She presents strategies for incorporating critical 
pedagogies of the body into tertiary teaching with a focus on using social media as 
a social justice tool.

TUE05DEC 
WOMEN, WITCHES AND WITCH TRIALS @ THE BRITISH LIBRARY 
19:00 - 20:30 (£15)

Anita Anand chairs a panel of expert historians including Margo Burns, the x10 
great-granddaughter of one of key protagonists of the Salem Witch Trials, Malcolm 
Gaskill, and Ulinka Rublack as they discuss the history of witchcraft and gender 
roles within it.

TUE05DEC 
FIRST DRAFTS: NICK FINEGAN @ THE YARD  
21:00 (£5)

Inspired by the aesthetics of underground dance culture, Deep In The Garden 
of Light is both a feeling and a figment of your imagination. It will be set to a live 
electronic score and use Christopher Marlowe’s Edward II as a base text through 
which to explore ideas around urban loneliness and queer identity.

Marlowe’s original tragedy will be melted down and recast into a cityscape of 
hi-octane genderfuckery, post-internet persona play, classical dance, sweaty pop-
choreography and haute couture fashion. Elysium never smelt so good…

TUE05DEC – SUN01APR 
ISELF COLLECTION: THE UPSET BUCKET @ THE WHITECHAPEL GALLERY

This display of works by 28 major artists examines how we project our identity 
through our appearances and consumer choices, ultimately shaping our sense of 
self in relation to society.

TUE05DEC – SAT23DEC 
CALLISTO: A QUEER EPIC @ ARCOLA THEATRE 
20:00 (£20/£12)

Callisto is a swirling constellation of remarkable queer stories. In London, 1680, 
opera star Arabella Hunt has secretly entered into the first recorded gay marriage 
in UK history. In Worcester, 1936, Alan Turing pays one final visit to Isobel 
Morcom, mother of his lost first love, Christopher. In the San Fernando Valley, 
1979, Tammy Frazer arrives at Callisto Pornographic Studios, searching for the 
love of her life. And on the Moon, 2223, Lorn is building a paradise to sleep in, but 
his A.I. companion Cal is determined to keep him awake. Hurtle across time and 
space with this scintillating and extraordinary new play.

 

WED06DEC 
KIRA O’REILLY: UNTITLED (BODIES) BOOK LAUNCH @ BART’S PATHOLOGY 
MUSEUM 
19:00

The works of interdisciplinary artist Kira O’Reilly use the uncertain boundaries of 
bodies as the starting point for their enquiry. Specifically, O’Reilly asks what kind 
of societies become possible in collaborations across species, organisms and 
bodies, and she explores these questions through sustained and experimental 
engagements with politics, biopolitics, change (social, corporeal, chemical, 
reactive) and the complex relations between the human and the non-human.

WED06DEC 
FEMALE FIGURES + SCREEN TALK @ THE BARBICAN 
18:30 (£12)

Female Figures presents a selection of shorts featuring complex and compelling 
female characters, their dreams, frustrations, and dark desires.

The screening will be followed by a panel discussion about on screen 
representation, the problematic depiction of women as passive objects of desire, 
and the rising tide of empowered female perspectives, as demonstrated by the 
remarkable female animators included in this programme.

THU07DEC 
RADICAL HAPINESS: LYNNE SEGAL & HILARY ROBINSON @ THE 
PHOTOGRAPHER’S GALLERY 
18:30 (£8/£5)

Leading feminist thinker Lynne Segal believes that we have lost the art of 
transformative, collective joy. On the occasion of her passionate new book Radical 
Happiness, Segal calls for the re-discovery of the political and emotional joy that 
emerges when we learn to share our lives together. 

This talk by Lynne Segal on her new research is accompanied by a selection of 
photographs illustrating the true nature of happiness found in others. Segal is also 
accompanied in conversation by Hilary Robinson, Professor of Feminism, Art and 
Theory at Loughborough University.

THU07DEC 
QUEER DISCIPLINE SEMINAR WITH VICTORIA SIN @ KINGS COLLEGE 
LONDON 
18:00 - 20:30

London based artist concerned with the experience of the physical within 
the social body. Their work explores desire, identification and objectification 
within systems of looking and reification of ideal images within technologies 
of representation. They work across performance, moving image, writing, 
installation, and print, and use drag as a tool to challenge expectations and 
attitudes on femme identities and how images and iconography of femininity are 
produced, inscribed, and performed.

FRI08DEC – SAT09DEC 
TRANSPOSE @ BARBICAN 
19:45 (£15)

Take an illuminating theatrical journey with artists from the queer and trans 
communities as they share poetry, music, video art and storytelling with a 
revelatory quality.

When the lights do down, an atmospheric space emerges for spine-tingling 
performances that communicate much about gender, sexuality and desire, with 
the added power to release true selves.

FRI08DEC  
THERE AIN’T NO BLACK IN THE UNION JACK @ AUTOGRAPH ABP/LONDON 
13:00 - 20:30 (£5)

Join the Race, Ethnicity and Postcolonial Studies Network (REPS) for an afternoon 
of talks and celebration to mark the 30th anniversary of There Ain’t No Black in 
the Union Jack with its author Paul Gilroy and friends.

SAT09DEC 
FIRST DRAFTS: MARIKISCRYCRYCRY @ THE YARD  
21:00 (£5)

 Hotter  Than  A  Pan is  the  fourth  work  in a  series  of performances  built around  the 
ontologies  of Blackness  and Queerness  over time.  Relying on  the propositional 
forces  in  dancing and  choreographic practice,  the work traverses  the formal  
and  the personal,  in  order  to think  through and beyond  the  present, building  
futurities.

SAT09DEC 
QUEER MIGRATION, DIASPORA AND ASYLUM IN EUROPE CONFERENCE @ 
UCL SCHOOL OF SLAVONIC AND EAST EUROPEAN STUDIES 
09:00 - 17:30

As part of its LGBTQ Migration and Asylum project, led by Dr Richard Mole, the 
UCL European Institute is hosting this one-day conference on Queer Migration, 
Diaspora and Asylum.

SAT09DEC 
GRRRL ZINE PRESENTS FEMINIST CHRISTMAS FAIR @ R.A.W. LAB 
11:00 - 18:00

Grrrl Zine Fair are bringing the bunting, paste ups and tinsel to RAW Labs. We’re 
creating a feminist christmas party hosting a zine, art and craft fair, interactive 
workshops and film screenings throughout the day, a zine library, a panel talk and 
the most finely tuned holiday playlist, creating an immersive alternative Christmas 
environment with traditional influences such as carols, festive foods, stocking 
embroidery and card making but with more glitter and less awkward relatives. The 
venue will be decorated inside and out, sprawling out around the docks with artist 
performances and DIY sculptures.

SAT09DEC 
TITS AND TINSELS @ SECRET LOCATION

Our legendary Christmas Live Art party is back!! This fifth edition will bring 
together an incredible group of artists working across a variety of disciplines and 
practices for one very special night of festive Live Art.

This year we are very excited to have live performances from Marcia Farquhar, 
Lucy McCormick, Jamila Johnson Small, Lucy Hutson, Jon Pointing, Ishimwa 
Muhimanyi, Local Foreigner, Whiskey Chow, Pink Suits, Richard Dedomenici and 
The Uhuruverse!

SAT09DEC 
FREE CECE (#) @ THE BARBICAN 
16:00 (£10.50)

This moving documentary tells the story of Chrishaun Reed “CeCe” McDonald, a 
trans woman who was attacked on her way to the store with a group of friends, 
resulting in a man being killed.

CeCe was subsequently prosecuted and incarcerated in a men’s prison in 
Minnesota and an international campaign to free her garnered significant support 
from media and activists, including actress Laverne Cox(Orange is the New Black), 
who narrates the film. Free CeCe presents some of the realities of trans lives, and 
the effects of structural oppression, while specifically exploring the role race, class, 
and gender played in CeCe’s case.

SAT09DEC 
VOYAGE OF THE RELIC TRAVELLER @ JERWOOD SPACE 
19:00 - 20:00 (FREE)

Voyage of the Relic Traveller is a new performance by Larry Achiampong with Shiraz 
Bayjoo. Directly linked with Achiampong’s Afrofuturist project Relic Traveller, the 
performance simultaneously combines multi-channel visuals depicting historical, 
present and future colonial narratives accompanied by an intense, beat-driven live 
soundtrack of remixed audio and spoken word.

TUE12DEC 
TRICKY WOMEN: TURBULENT TIMES, TRUSTED PLACES @ THE FREUD 
MUSEUM 
17:30 (£12)

In recent years, hardly any other form of art has influenced everyday visual 
perception as much as animation in its various facets. Tricky Women, an Austrian 
animation festival, celebrates and presents work by female animators and 
filmmakers. The Freud Museum London and the Austrian Cultural Forum present 
a specially curated programme of films from this year’s festival entitled Turbulent 
Times, Trusted Places.

TUE12DEC – WED13DEC 
MAN ON THE MOON @ CAMDEN PEOPLE’S THEATRE 
19:00 (£12/£10)

Man on the Moon is a journey through space and time, fuelled by love, fear and 
Afro-futurism.

With the use of poetry, looped sounds and story-telling, this piece explores the 
impact that mental health can have on the family dynamic, particularly within the 
context of the Black British experience. Prepare to jump from Manchester to the 
Moon as this story reaches for those answers that can often feel out of reach.

WED13DEC 
WOMEN ON THE VERGE OF A PHILOSOPHICAL BREAKDOWN @ 
GOLDSMITH’S 
16:00 - 18:30

This year’s seminar is dedicated to women in the history of philosophy, broadly 
understood, around whom questions of materialism and embodiment have 
pivoted from antiquity to the near present.

THU14DEC 
LUCY ALLEN: QUEERLY INVISIBLE, FEMALE DESIRE IN MEDIEVAL ENGLAND 
@ GOLDSMITHS 
17:00 - 19:00

Lesbians – or women who desire other women – are almost invisible in medieval 
English history. We comb through legal and religious prohibitions, reconstruct 
patchy evidence from nuns’ letters, or read between the lines of historical 
monuments, often in vain. Yet, I argue that in some of the most popular literature 
of the period, we can see the details we glean from the historical evidence 
magnified and intensified to form a rich seam of innuendo concerning female 
same-sex desire and its often strange and unfamiliar manifestations. This, in turn, 
sheds light on our own preconceptions as scholars of historical sexual desire, and 
especially on our own sense of what is and is not ‘queer history’.

THU14DEC 
QUEERBEE - FAITH + Q&A @ GENESIS 
18:00

QueerBee is a brand new platform for LGBTQI shorts, established to help queer 
filmmakers bring authentic queer stories directly to new audiences. Queer shorts 
provide an excellent means of connecting with one another, validating our lived 
experiences, helping to change attitudes, improve confidence in individuals and 
our communities, and break down barriers.

QueerBee continues with a programme exploring ‘faith’. Throughout our lives we 
discover there are special religious paradoxes reserved for LGBTIQ people with 
effects as varied as the individuals who carry their faith and those who encounter 
them.

THU14DEC 
LAUNCH OF ‘ON THE MATERNAL’, PERFORMANCE RESEARCH JOURNAL @ 
THE GARRETT CENTRE 
19:00

Everyone is welcome to the launch of the ‘On the Maternal’ issue of Performance 
Research journal, edited by Lena Šimić and Emily Underwood-Lee.

The issue builds on ‘Live Art and Motherhood: Study Room Guide on Live Art and 
the Maternal’ which Emily and Lena co-authored and co-edited in 2016.

SUN17DEC 
IVO DIMCHEV LIVE IN LONDON @ ZIGFRID VON UNDERBELLY OF HOXTON  
19:00 (£12, £15)

After a mesmerising live sold out show at Underbelly in October; Ivo is back in 
London with songs of heart break and his unique voice from his album of love 
songs.

Ivo Dimchev is a choreographer and performer from Bulgaria, known 
inteErnationally for his provocative and often controversial works of performance 
art. His work is an extreme and colorful mixture of performance art, dance, 
theatre, music, drawings, and photography.

WED22NOV  
OF ANIMACY READING GROUP: POSTHUMAN FEMINISM @ ICA 
19:00 (FREE)

The Of Animacy Reading Group will convene for their fourth meeting to discuss 
Rosi Braidotti’s vision of posthuman feminism.

Critical of the masculinist, racist and violent tradition of humanist thought, 
Braidotti’s four theses work to sever the historical bond between feminism and 
humanism. She advocates alliances across communities and with other-than-
human forms of life, arguing for a posthuman feminism that recognises the 
material localities within which we are embodied and embedded.

SUN31DEC 
SCOTTEE PRESENTS NAFF DRAG (NYE PARTY) @ HACKNEY SHOWROOM 
21:00 (£15)

Scottee’s now annual NYE performance party has seen the likes of many used-to-
be-known faces take to the stage of various dodgy gay boozers across London. 
After the purposeful death of his 70’s inspired knees up ‘CAMP’ Scottee wanted to 
create something with a bit more bite!

Naff Drag will serve up the grittier, untelevised end of drag, trans gorgeousness, 
queer performance, feminist ‘n’ working class fat brilliance – with absolutely no 
contestants from Drag Race on the line-up!
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